
INDEPENDENT REGULATORY REVIEW COMMISSION 

PUBLIC MEETING MINUTES 

10:00 A.M. 

Friday, January 31, 2020 

14th Floor Conference Room 

333 Market Street 

 

           

I. CALL OF THE MEETING 

 

 The January 31, 2020 public meeting of the Independent Regulatory Review Commission 

(Commission) was called to order by Chairman Bedwick at 10:03 a.m. in the 14th Floor 

Conference Room, 333 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA. 

 

Commissioners Present: George D. Bedwick, Chairman 

John F. Mizner, Esq., Vice Chairman 

W. Russell Faber 

     Dennis A. Watson, Esq.   

 

 Telephone:   Murray Ufberg, Esq. 

 

II. APPROVAL OF THE DECEMBER 5, 2019 PUBLIC MEETING MINUTES 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked for a motion for approval of the December 5, 2019 public 

meeting minutes, as submitted.  Commissioner Faber made the motion and Vice Chairman 

Mizner seconded, and the motion passed 5-0. 

 

III. NEW BUSINESS 

 

 A. ACTION ITEMS 

 

 1.  No. 3241 Milk Marketing Board #47-19:  Milk Marketing Fees 

 

 Corinne Brandt, Regulatory Analyst, explained the final-form rulemaking relates to milk 

marketing fees by increasing the initial licensure and annual renewal fees for milk dealers, milk 

subdealers, and haulers, as well as increasing the fees for examinations and certificates for milk 

weigher-samplers and milk testers. She added the Milk Marketing Board is increasing volume-

based fees for milk dealers and milk subdealers, and that no public comments were submitted.  

She said the House and Senate committees deemed the final regulation approved. 

 

 Doug Eberly, Chief Counsel, and Carol Hardbarger, Consumer Member, Milk Marketing 

Board, were present to answer any questions. 

 

 Ms. Hardbarger said the Milk Marketing Board has not increased fund fees to any 

licensees or exams in 15 years because of the burden it would place on those the Board works 
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with.  “However, increased personnel costs and declining volume sales of fluid milk in the state 

have necessitated that we do consider a fee increase at this time,” she said. 

 

 Commissioner Watson made a motion for approval.  Vice Chairman Mizner seconded, 

and the motion passed 5-0. 

 

2. No. 3234 Department of Revenue #15-460:  iLottery Games 

 

 Chairman Bedwick noted Commissioner Ulfberg’s recusal and he hung up at 10:14 a.m. 

 

 Laura Campbell, Regulatory Analyst, and Michelle Elliott, Regulatory Analyst, explained 

the final-form rulemaking.  Ms. Campbell commented the final-form regulation converts the 

Department of Revenue’s (DOR) temporary regulations regarding iLottery to permanent 

regulations.  She said temporary regulations were published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on 

March 31, 2018 and expire no later than March 31, 2020.  She said this chapter is intended to 

govern implementation of iLottery and other lottery-related subjects. 

 

 Ms. Elliott said the Commission received two comments from law firms representing 

Greenwood Gaming and Entertainment and Hollywood Casino at Penn National Race Course 

requesting the Commission disapprove the regulation.  She noted the comments claimed the 

regulation is inconsistent with the General Assembly’s intent to have the state Lottery offer 

distinct products from those offered by casinos.  Ms. Elliott said the comments stated that 

offering casino-style games will result in a loss of significant tax revenue.  She added the House 

and Senate committees deemed the final regulation approved. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked about the status of litigation regarding these regulations.  Leslie 

Lewis Johnson, Chief Counsel, said the request for injunction was denied last summer by 

Commonwealth Court (court). 

 

 Cassandra Fenstermaker, Deputy Chief Counsel, DOR, and Aaron Drew, Director of 

Contract Compliance, Policy & Regulation, Pennsylvania Lottery, were present to answer any 

questions. 

 

 Ms. Fenstermaker said Act 42 of 2017 (Act 42) authorized DOR through the 

Pennsylvania Lottery to sell lottery products online through iLottery.  She said it also provided 

the authority to offer a new type of lottery game, specifically internet instant games.  Ms. 

Fenstermaker said Act 42 requires all players to be 18 years of age or older, have an established 

lottery account, be physically located in Pennsylvania to participate, and agree to terms and 

conditions.  She said the problem with the temporary regulations for the implementation of 

iLottery is the specification that requirements be imposed through the lottery account terms and 

conditions.  Ms. Fenstermaker said these terms and conditions set forth requirements associated 

with opening, using and closing a lottery account, and address the specifics of utilizing the 

platform.  She said the temporary regulations are effective through March 31, 2020.  Ms. 

Fenstermaker explained that after two years of operation and careful research for the issuance of 

a request for proposal, DOR created public lottery account requirements and self-exclusion 

requirements, among others.  She claimed DOR took the knowledge of iLottery and codified it as 
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opposed to only specifying requirements through iLottery terms and conditions.  In addition to 

account-related requirements, DOR included that the Lottery can offer a variety of games 

through iLottery, she said.  Ms. Fenstermaker claimed that DOR reviewed public comments and 

the Commission’s comments, and provided changes or issued comments on why changes were 

not adopted.  She said the regulation should be formally approved because it meets all necessary 

criteria. 

 

 Commissioner Faber asked if the escheatment law would apply for abandoned accounts 

after three years.  Ms. Fenstermaker said that was used as guidance, along with provisions in the 

Fiscal Code for unclaimed property.  She said DOR wanted to be sure lottery players can redeem 

property and not contribute to the state.  Commissioner Faber asked what happens after three 

years.  She said a check will be sent to the address on file, or transferred to the Treasury as 

required under the Fiscal Code. 

 

 Commissioner Faber asked why it would not automatically go to the Treasury if it is 

abandoned.  Mr. Drew said under normal circumstances in state Lottery law and traditional 

regulations, unclaimed property goes back to the state Lottery fund.  He said in this situation, the 

identity of the player and their address is known because it is required in statute and regulations.  

He claimed the Lottery did not want to take the money and put it back to the state because the 

individual’s identity is known.  Mr. Drew said prizes in iLottery usually do not go unclaimed.  

He said the current process is that the amount of money won goes into the player’s account and 

sits there, and if the player does not realize tax consequences or closes the account, there is no 

way for the individual to retrieve that money.  He remarked the Lottery developed a method to 

allow players to claim the prize. 

 

 Commissioner Faber asked if an account would be automatically closed and a check sent 

if the account is abandoned.  Mr. Drew said the first attempt would be to contact the player 

throughout the three years.  He said if no one accesses the account, it would be frozen and the 

money would be turned over to the individual.  Mr. Drew said the Lottery would provide 

outreach for claiming money.  Commissioner Faber asked if they are taking an active step that 

unclaimed money is collected.  Mr. Drew affirmed so. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick said he wanted to know where the regulation provides for the check 

to be sent to an individual because, according to how he read the regulation, the money is 

abandoned and goes to the state.  “I saw nothing about sending a check,” he said.  Chairman 

Bedwick also said that nothing exists in the regulation regarding prior notice to the individual in 

danger of the money in the account being abandoned.  Mr. Drew said that is the difference for 

the regulations and procedure.  He claimed the Lottery did not want to codify parameters 

regarding outreach, which occurs sooner than three years.  Mr. Drew said regarding unclaimed 

property provisions, money on account with a state agency has to be turned over as unclaimed 

property. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick said he still does not comprehend as there is nothing that states 

money goes to the individual.  He asked if money goes to Treasury under the escheatment law.  

Ms. Fenstermaker said the process is that unclaimed property goes to the Treasury, where notice 

provisions kick in and the money can still be claimed by the individual or proper party. 
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 Chairman Bedwick asked for assurance for two things: prior notice for individuals 

regarding unclaimed property; and that the unclaimed property is subject to the notice provisions.  

Ms. Fenstermaker affirmed those two things, and said iLottery includes a robust customer 

service process. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick encouraged the Lottery to consider extending lottery exclusions for 

immediate family members of Lottery employees, as currently the only restriction is family 

members cannot reside in the same household.  He cautioned the public’s perception of the 

Lottery and the potential public relations situation for the Lottery. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked how physical presence is verified.  Mr. Drew said software is 

used in desktop and mobile phone interfaces to determine location, and said it provides location 

within 25 feet.  Chairman Bedwick asked if there are any incidences of the location not being 

accurate.  Mr. Drew said no situations of inaccurate locations occurred.  Chairman Bedwick 

asked if this application is used by casinos.  Mr. Drew said he was unsure, but that the system is 

used in Michigan. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick said the iLottery revenue projection is $32 million in profits, with an 

administrative overhead of $14 million.  He said based on contract obligations, the projected 

overhead would increase to $22 million.  Chairman Bedwick asked if the Lottery was confident 

in terms of revenue.  Mr. Drew said while profits generated are dedicated to the state Lottery 

fund, the sale of iLottery is exempted from profit margin requirements.  He said the Lottery 

looked at projections and found iLottery costs less in the upcoming contract.  Mr. Drew said the 

revenue estimates are slightly off in favor of additional revenue. 

 

 Mark Stewart, Eckert Seamans, representing Greenwood Gaiming, and Adrian King, 

Ballard Spahr, representing Penn National Gaming and Mountainview Thoroughbred Racing 

Association, spoke against the regulation. 

 

 Mr. Stewart stated his opposition to the rulemaking is because it is inconsistent with Act 

42 and the legislative intent behind it, as well as the public interest surrounding the regulation.  

He said Act 42 required the products offered by casinos and the Lottery to be distinct, 

prohibiting the Lottery from offering casino-style games.  Mr. Stewart said the distinction is 

important because of the different funding priorities of each.  He said not only do iLottery games 

simulate slot machine play, but they operate like a slot machine as well, with a non-depleting 

prize pool and use of a random number generator.  Mr. Stewart said the product offered by the 

Lottery is not a digital scratch-off and instead a button is pressed, similar to a slot machine.  He 

argued that the lack of fixed prices and that the outcome of each play is not predetermined 

resembles a slot machine as well. 

 

 Mr. Stewart said the proposed regulation does nothing to implement the prohibition of 

casino-style games.  He said the definition of an iLottery game included in the regulation is 

copied from Act 42 and includes no guidance as to what defines a casino style game, nor 

provides a process to review lottery games or allow the games to be challenged.  Mr. Stewart 

said the regulations allow for the same type of prize structure as a slot machine.  He emphasized 
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the Lottery is cannibalizing slot machine revenue, depriving the Commonwealth of other funding 

priorities.  He asked the Commission to reject the regulations. 

 

 Mr. King said the number one purpose is determining what is in the public interest, 

saying no solid analysis or expert report examining revenue diversion between Lottery and 

gaming exists.  He acknowledged the importance of lottery games for programs for seniors, but 

added gaming revenue also provides relief regarding property taxes.  Mr. King questioned if it’s 

in the public’s best interest if revenue should go to iLottery rather than slot machines. 

 

 Commissioner Faber asked if an appropriate example could be provided under 

regulations and statute if lottery games simulate slot games.  Mr. Stewart said certain features of 

games can be eliminated or deactivated, like reveal-all functions or not having an adjustable bet 

as opposed to those features on a slot machine. 

 

 Mr. King said certain games offered by the Lottery are also offered by casinos, 

sometimes by the same vendor.  He said the Lottery may have different games, but the features 

are identical. 

 

 Vice Chairman Mizner asked what the court said regarding why they did not find an 

injunction appropriate and the merits of the claim.  Mr. Stewart said the court was reluctant 

because of the disruption towards Lottery-funded programs and lottery players.  He said the 

court recognized some merit in the claim and was disturbed by the similarities.  Mr. King said 

the judge was troubled by similarities, but the standard for an injunction is much higher.  Mr. 

Stewart noted the regulations proposed are inconsistent with the Commonwealth’s litigation 

position.  He said that the regulations allow the use of a random number generator, although in 

court that was not claimed. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked if the court determined there was no definition of casino-style 

games and that it was vague.  Mr. King said it was not clear enough in the preliminary stage to 

provide for an injunction. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick said it was interesting hearing the impact of the lottery on gaming, 

but asked why the Commission should overrule the court’s dismissal of the injunctive relief.  Mr. 

Stewart said the prohibition of casino-style games was to protect casino revenue.  He said that he 

would not characterize overturning this regulation as overturning the court, as the regulation 

provides provisions inconsistent with the commonwealth in court, rather he commented it is a 

response to the failure of the Lottery’s prohibition of casino-based games. 

 

 Mr. King said a decision has not been made based on the merits of the court case.  He 

asked if sections which deal with iLottery can be bifurcated from the other provisions.  Chairman 

Bedwick said it is not an option. 

 

 Mr. King said these regulations are an example of self-regulating, which makes these 

regulations less urgent. 
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 Commissioner Watson asked if the individuals are attempting to receive the injunction 

they did not receive in court as it appears that similar legal arguments have been made 

unsuccessfully there.  He asked if these arguments were the same as the ones tried last summer.  

Mr. Stewart said some arguments were the same but that implementing the regulation defines the 

situation going forward.  Commissioner Watson asked if the court has been advised of these 

hearings today.  Mr. Stewart said he did not advise the court, but the court was interested in the 

regulatory standpoint in terms of interpreting the prohibition.  Commissioner Watson asked what 

the public interest is in overturning these regulations.  Mr. Stewart indicated the state’s profits 

and the diversion of gaming revenue, which should be going to property tax relief.  

Commissioner Watson said the rebuttal to that argument is that gaming funding diverts money 

from senior citizen programs.  Mr. Stewart said he was not denying that, rather that those types 

of games should not be offered by the Lottery to preserve intended funding streams.  

Commissioner Watson said that he is now hearing the arguments provided to the court. 

 

 Mr. King said no serious analysis has been made regarding the impact on funding 

programs provided by Lottery and gaming revenue.  Chairman Bedwick said the flip side is that 

it does not show if there is an impact to casino gaming.  Mr. Stewart said that is correct, and it 

would demonstrate the impact of the interactive iLottery games on casinos. 

 

 Commissioner Faber questioned if the casino’s argument in court would be supported if 

the regulations are adopted.  Mr. Stewart said, “I suppose they could,” but added he was looking 

for more consistency in the law.  Mr. King said the regulations are putting the cart before the 

horse in order to gain legal support in court.  He said the regulations regarding these issues 

should be put on pause until the court provides a ruling.  Mr. Stewart said if the package of 

regulations provided guidance the regulations would not be questioned, but rather these 

regulations simply copy Act 42. 

 

 Ms. Fenstermaker said the deadline for the final-form regulations is fast approaching.  

She said the notion that the commonwealth is rushing is because of the legislative mandate to 

meet their deadline.  She said the litigation stands alone.  Mr. Drew said uncertainty around this 

regulation is an attempt to issue an injunction, which would stop operations. 

 

 Vice Chairman Mizner asked if there are two different positions regarding these 

regulations; one in Commonwealth Court and another at the Commission.  Ms. Fenstermaker 

indicated that was not correct.  Mr. Drew said the issue regarding the use of a random number 

generator is invalid as the Lottery has been using this outcome method prior to the introduction 

of casinos, in particular drawings and raffles. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick commended the work of Commission staff members. 

 

 Commissioner Faber made a motion for approval.  Commissioner Watson seconded, and 

the motion passed 3-1, with Vice Chairman Mizner dissenting and Commissioner Ufberg 

recusing. 
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3. No 3217 Environmental Quality Board #7-532:  Federal Office of Surface Mining 

Reclamation and Enforcement Program Consistency 

 

 Commissioner Ufberg rejoined the meeting at 11:09 a.m. 

 

 Ms. Elliott explained the final-form rulemaking.  She said the regulation addresses 

inconsistencies between the commonwealth’s coal mining program and federal regulations.  

Additional revisions are included for technical changes, statutory citations, mining requirements 

and use of reference data for the sizing of stormwater control facilities.  She said failure to 

address these issues puts the commonwealth at risk for losing primacy to the federal government.  

Ms. Elliott said no comments were received and the Senate and House committees deemed the 

final regulation approved. 

 

 John Stefanko, Deputy Secretary, Active and Abandoned Mine Operations, Bill Allen, 

Director, Bureau of Mining Programs, and Joe Iole, Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory 

Counsel, Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), were present to answer any questions. 

 

 Vice Chairman Mizner made a motion for approval.  Commissioner Watson seconded, 

and the motion passed 5-0. 

 

 4. No. 3182 Environmental Quality Board #7-534:  Triennial Review of Water 

Quality Standards 

 

 Scott Schalles, Regulatory Analyst, explained the final-form rulemaking.  He said the 

federal Clean Water Act provides that states review water quality standards every three years.  

Mr. Schalles said 21 organizations and 751 individuals submitted comments.  He said businesses 

generally commented that Pennsylvania is not required to adopt federal standards and should 

adopt less costly standards that are more reflective of the commonwealth’s needs.  Mr. Schalles 

said government and environmental organizations requested stronger standards.  He commented 

the House Environmental Resources and Energy Committee heard from two organizations 

opposed to the rulemaking, and that later that committee voted to disapprove the regulation.  Mr. 

Schalles added that the Senate deemed the regulation approved.  He said two comments received 

were from organizations which testified before the House Environmental Resources and Energy 

Committee, and the other was from PennFuture.  He said embargoed mail was received from the 

Delaware Riverkeeper Network requesting approval of the regulation. 

 

 Aneca Atkinson, Deputy Secretary, Office of Water Programs, Gary Walters, Bureau of 

Clean Water, Michelle Moses, Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory Counsel, DEP, were 

present to answer any questions. 

 

 Ms. Atkinson provided background on the development of Pennsylvania’s review of 

water quality standards.  She said standards are set to ensure compliance with the Clean Streams 

Law as well as the obligation under the federal Clean Water Act.  Ms. Atkinson said the water 

quality criteria developed for this rulemaking included criteria regarding controlling discharged 

toxic substances for public health and safety.  She said the national standard depends on federal 

experts.  Ms. Atkinson said when national criteria do not exist the state provides standards to 
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control pollution in the commonwealth.  She added that the federal government needs to 

determine if standards are met after water quality criteria is developed.  Ms. Atkinson said if 

national recommendations are not adopted, DEP must explain why, and if they do not meet 

standards, the federal government promulgates standards. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick said he appreciated receiving the background on the program and the 

regulation. 

 

 Commissioner Watson asked what chemicals or pollutants are being addressed in this 

regulation.  Mr. Walters said the regulations address toxic pollutants, as well as ammonia and the 

establishment of a revised bacteria indicator.  Commissioner Watson asked if pollutants would 

need addressed downstream too.  Mr. Walters indicated that was correct.  Commissioner Watson 

asked if that includes pollutants in public water supplies as well.  Mr. Walters indicated that was 

correct.  Commissioner Watson asked if the identified pollutants need treatment to maintain safe 

drinking water.  Mr. Walters said some pollutants have a maximum contaminant level but not all.  

He said all toxic pollutants which occur in Pennsylvania are uncommon and specific to 

discharge.  Commissioner Watson asked if ammonia and bacteria need addressed downstream as 

well.  Mr. Walters said ammonia and nitrogen are concerns regarding downstream water 

supplies. 

 

 Commissioner Faber said one argument made by the House committee is the notice to 

municipalities and landowners.  He asked why municipalities are not notified.  Mr. Walters said 

that is incorrect, as the notification is made in seven different publications, including the 

Pennsylvania Bulletin. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked if in some instances Pennsylvania exceeds federal standards 

regarding regulations waters.  Mr. Walters said commonwealth standards are not much more 

stringent than federal standards, rather just specific to Pennsylvania. 

 

 Abigail Jones, PennFuture, encouraged the approval of the regulation.  She said the intent 

of reviewing standards is to update and strengthen standards to promote the integrity of water 

resources in the commonwealth.  She said the regulation is based on DEP’s 2017 review of water 

quality standards.  Ms. Jones added the previous review was done in 2013, and described it as 

“woefully overdue.”  She said arguments made by opposing groups do not warrant the 

disapproval of the regulation.  She encouraged support of the regulation. 

 

 Glendon King, Executive Director (R), House Environmental Resources and Energy 

Committee, said that committee voted to disapprove the regulation. 

 

 Commissioner Watson made a motion for approval.  Vice Chairman Mizner seconded, 

and the motion passed 4-1, with Commissioner Faber dissenting. 

 

5. No. 3202 Department of Labor and Industry #12-106:  Minimum Wage 

 

 Corinne Brandt, Regulatory Analyst, explained the final-form rulemaking.  She said the 

regulation is clarifying definitions of those who are exempt of receiving overtime pay.  Ms. 
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Brandt said it updates the duties test to be more consistent with federal regulation and revises 

salary requirements for exemptions.  She said it allows incentive pay to account towards 10 

percent, and provides for future adjustments.  Ms. Brandt said the Commission received 300 

comments regarding this version of the regulation and the one which was withdrawn in 

November.  She said individuals and small business owners expressed opposition to the 

regulation due to the fiscal impact.  Ms. Brandt said 30 comments were received in support of 

the regulation from those who feel the updates are long overdue and necessary.  She said the 

House and Senate committees disapproved the regulation. 

 

 Robert C. Schramm, Deputy Chief Counsel, Jennifer Berrier, Deputy Secretary for Safety 

and Labor-Management Relations, and Kelly Martini, Policy Director, Department of Labor and 

Industry (L&I), were present to answer any questions. 

 

 Mr. Schramm said L&I is charged with enforcing the minimum wage to provide 

employee protection for those without bargaining power.  He said the Minimum Wage Act of 

1968 (act) provides that employees working 40 or more hours must receive overtime pay, but 

exceptions are provided to this rule.  Mr. Schramm said salary employees in certain fields are 

exempt to overtime protections of the act.  He said those exemptions are more commonly known 

as the white collar exemptions.  Mr. Schramm said while the act provides those exemptions, it 

does not define them.  He claimed that the authority to define those terms is charged to L&I, 

which is the purpose of this rulemaking. 

 

 Mr. Schramm continued, saying the regulations were last updated in 1977, despite the act 

providing for them to be updated regularly.  He said it is long past time to update these 

regulations.  Mr. Schramm added that federal law, specifically the Fair Labor Standards Act 

(FSLA), provides for the minimum wage and overtime.  He said that the act provides exemptions 

which can be defined by the federal government and were updated this year.  Mr. Schramm 

compared the differences in federal and state standards, saying the duties test is inconsistent with 

federal regulation.  He said the salary threshold in Pennsylvania’s regulation also needs updated 

as it is not reflecting accurate salaries. 

 

 Mr. Schramm said L&I received over 900 comments regarding this regulation, and made 

several changes to the proposed regulations.  He said L&I conducted extensive outreach 

meetings before the final-form regulation.  Mr. Schramm said separate roundtables for employers 

and employees occurred throughout the commonwealth and that L&I changed the salary 

threshold to be based on Pennsylvania labor.  He said the final-form regulations are aligned with 

updates at the federal Department of Labor.  Mr. Schramm added that some changes were 

provided to increase the middle ground between the employer and employee.  He described the 

difference of the duties test between Pennsylvania and federal law, saying that regulations 

adopted are more prevalent to Pennsylvania employees.  Mr. Schramm added that the 

Commission should review the act to find that these changes are needed to protect employees. 

 

 Commissioner Watson asked why the salary threshold changed between the proposed and 

final-form rulemaking.  Mr. Schramm said the previous threshold reflected labor in New York 

City and Boston, which was not reflective of Pennsylvania workers.  Commissioner Watson 

asked how Pennsylvania compares with southern states in terms of salary.  Ms. Martini said the 
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20th percentile in the northeast is $39,000, while in the south it is $35,000.  She said that, in 

general, residents in Pennsylvania make more money than the south.  Mr. Schramm clarified that 

not all salaried employees are barred from overtime, and that the federal government uses 

salaries from across the country. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked if the federal regulation is only applied to those with interstate 

commerce.  Mr. Schramm explained that for practical purposes it applies to everybody.  

Chairman Bedwick asked for differences between the regulation today and the one submitted in 

November which was withdrawn.  Mr. Schramm said that, aside from technical changes, 

clarification on automatic adjustment was provided.  Ms. Berrier said L&I tried to more closely 

align the duties test than the previous version. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick said his understanding is that the inability to totally align the duties 

test is because of Pennsylvania law.  Mr. Schramm said that the state views the federal duties test 

for guidance, but decided not to adopt everything.  Chairman Bedwick asked about non-profit 

exemptions.  Mr. Schramm said nothing in the definition of “employer” provides for non profit 

employers to be treated differently.  Chairman Bedwick asked about other states’ studies 

regarding the impact of increasing salary thresholds.  Ms. Berrier said that after 2004 no major 

studies were done on the impact to businesses raising salary thresholds. 

 

 Going back to his previous question, Commissioner Watson asked if the 10 percentile is 

of 300 qualified occupations or of all 800 occupations which fit the category.  Ms. Martini said it 

was the lowest 10th percentile of exempt workers.  She provided an explanation of the data 

process for setting the salary threshold. 

 

 Commissioner Watson asked how much overtime pay would be provided if these 

standards are adopted.  Ms. Martini said the challenge is that information would not be known 

until businesses can respond to the change. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick questioned how the escalating spiral the automatic increase would 

create would be addressed.  Mr. Schramm said the salary threshold is based on the threshold 

within that labor market and increases are not guaranteed.  Chairman Bedwick asked if the 

market determines if there is an increase in threshold.  Mr. Schramm said that is correct. 

 

 Commissioner Faber asked if there would be two different effective dates.  Mr. Schramm 

said for the first year the salary threshold will be the same as the federal threshold.  

Commissioner Faber asked what happens after that.  Mr. Schramm indicated it would be 

different effective dates.  Commissioner Faber asked if employers are required to track all hours 

in case of an audit.  Ms. Berrier said the act already requires hours to be tracked, but the 

regulations have exemptions and L&I does not anticipate it being a hardship for employers.  

Commissioner Faber asked about the educational outreach process.  Ms. Martini said educational 

sessions will occur throughout the state for employers, as well as a toll-free number for any 

questions about the issue.  She added a mailer would be sent out as well.  Commissioner Faber 

asked if it was estimated to cost the regulated community $49 to become familiar with the law.  

Ms. Martini indicated that was correct.  Commissioner Faber found that number to be inaccurate, 

believing the costs would be greater than that. 
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 Vice Chairman Mizner asked how the salary threshold proposal aligns with other states.  

Ms. Martini said New York has a higher threshold higher than Pennsylvania, but all other 

surrounding states do not.  Vice Chairman Mizner asked if that brings a competitiveness problem 

with surrounding states.  She said data could not be found that indicates employers would be less 

competitive.  Vice Chairman Mizner asked about competiveness when full employment is not a 

reality.  Ms. Martini said that was going to be best determined by each employer individually. 

 

 John Scarpato, Executive Director (R), House Committee on Labor and Industry, said the 

committee disapproved the regulation.  He commended the staff of the Commission for their 

assistance and thanked the Commission for its consideration of the Committee’s action. 

 

Rebecca Oyler, Legislative Director, National Federation of Independent Business 

(NFIB) PA Chapter, provided the perception of small businesses.  She said the goals of the 

regulation are not realistic because of how small businesses operate.  Ms. Oyler said a 

rulemaking like this would have a huge impact on small businesses, which make up the 

employment of half of the commonwealth’s residents.  She explained the numerous ways 

businesses will respond to this change, including reducing hours and cutting benefits. 

 

 Commissioner Ufberg asked if there is anything that small businesses can do for 

increasing wages and anything L&I can adopt in that regard.  Ms. Oyler said wage growth relates 

to economic growth, which she described as the best way to raise wages, especially for low-paid 

employees.  She added the employment market is tough currently, so employers are increasing 

benefits and salaries to encourage qualified employees.  

 

Chairman Bedwick asked if the federal regulation was opposed by NFIB.  Ms. Oyler said 

there was disagreement with proposed changes by the Obama administration, but none to the 

most recent one. 

 

Stephen Herzenberg, Executive Director, Keystone Research Center, noted that the 

Pennsylvania overtime regulation would restore overtime pay for salaried workers earning over 

$45,500.  He asserted that the regulation is emphatically in the public interest.  Mr. Herzenberg 

stated that in 1975, 63 percent of salaried workers were eligible to receive overtime pay and that 

today, fewer than one in 10 people are eligible.  He commented that, compared to an overtime 

rule under President Barack Obama, the new federal rule takes overtime pay away from 8 million 

U.S. salaried workers.  Mr. Herzenberg noted that New York and California have overtime 

thresholds that will reach $60,000 in a few years, and Colorado finalized a rule that will reach 

$55,000 in 2024.  He remarked that the Obama threshold was a moderate benchmark while the 

Wolf administration’s final rule is coming in below moderate standards and partly 

accommodates a reality that many employers disregard the law.  Mr. Herzenberg asserted that 

companies such as Sheetz have recognized that paying salaried workers fairly can increase 

productivity.  He stated that many different factors influence where businesses locate and that 

New Jersey, Maryland, and New York all have higher salaries than Pennsylvania.  Mr. 

Herzenberg commented that this regulation will make the Pennsylvania economy less rigged 

against regular hardworking people. 
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 Chairman Bedwick asked if Mr. Herzenberg was aware of any studies that deal with the 

impact of increases in the economy on workers or businesses.  Mr. Herzenberg responded that he 

is not aware of any other than ones the Commissioners have heard about already.  He said, “I 

will go on the record and say with regards to these regulations that you will find the impact 

nonexistent when it comes to employment and small when it comes to actual salaries.”  

 

Robert W. Pritchard, Workplace Policy Institute of the law firm Littler Mendelson, P.C., 

focused on why the rule’s duties test does not meet the regulatory review criteria.  He asserted 

that it does not conform to the intent of the General Assembly because it conflicts with federal 

regulatory schemes, creates uncertainty for the regulated community, and is not in the public 

interest.  Mr. Pritchard asserted that L&I, in its notice, acknowledges that alignment of the duties 

test for executive, administrative and professional (EAP) employee exemptions with the federal 

regulation is in the public interest, and is consistent with the intent of the General Assembly 

when it enacted the act.  He agreed with L&I’s statement that different definitions with respect to 

EAP exemptions between state and federal regulatory schemes is contrary to the public interest 

and creates confusion.  Mr. Pritchard stated that despite L&I’s comments that it aligns the duties 

test with federal duties test, it did not.  He noted that there are more than a dozen areas where the 

regulation is inconsistent with the federal duties test.  Mr. Pritchard remarked that one such area 

is the executive exemption, where the Pennsylvania final rule does not say whether the 

performance of concurrent duties of exempt and non-exempt tasks simultaneously is okay with 

respect to the executive exemption as it is under federal law.  He noted that the Pennsylvania rule 

does not state whether the federal exemption applies to those who teach at educational 

establishments.  Mr. Pritchard asserted that the Pennsylvania rule does not adopt the highly-

streamlined duties test associated with those who earn over $107,000 per year.  He commented 

that the Commission cautioned in September 2018 that the proposed rule did not achieve the L&I 

goal of aligning the duties test with the federal counterpart.  Mr. Pritchard remarked that L&I has 

said that it will look to federal law for guidance in interpreting its regulations for enforcement 

purposes.  He noted that other states such as Ohio, New Jersey, Maryland, and New York 

adopted the federal regulatory scheme on duties.  He said, “The Commission should disapprove 

the regulation and give the department an opportunity to fix these regulations.” 

 

Alex Halper, Director, Government Affairs, PA Chamber of Business and Industry, 

discussed regulations in respect to the comments submitted in September 2018.  He noted that 

employers raised concerns regarding the salary threshold, federal misalignment, and workplace 

morale when salary employees are shifted to hourly wage workers.  Mr. Halper remarked that 

there is continued opposition among multiple organizations.  He noted that non-profits had 

concerns about complying with regulations and that the response from L&I was that employers 

start paying overtime for those employees or raise their salaries to maintain exempt status.  Mr. 

Halper asserted that the only option for these non-profits would be to cut staff or reduce services.  

He remarked on possible conflict with existing regulations which reflects the frustration of 

employers in following federal law.  In terms of the automatic updates to the salary threshold and 

opportunities for input, Mr. Halper commented that L&I responded to concerns by stating that 

there are opportunities for the regulated community to provide feedback by reviewing items 

published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.  He views this approach as not having any real 

opportunity for feedback and will become more problematic. 
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 Mr. Halper stated that the legislature should be involved with overtime law.  He noted 

that a federal judge appointed by former President Obama concluded that a comparable federal 

proposal introduced rendered the duties test irrelevant.  Mr. Halper stated that while the 

legislature authorized the secretary of L&I to occasionally adjust the threshold, it did not 

delegate authority to render the duties test irrelevant. 

 

 In response to public comments, Mr. Schramm commented on the statutory authority of 

L&I, which he stated was outlined in the act and specifically gives the secretary the authority to 

define and delimit the exemptions.  With respect to the authority granted by the act, he remarked 

that the act’s definition of employer chose to cover all types of employers.  Mr. Schramm 

remarked that the legislature has already directed L&I to pass regulations and define exemptions.  

He addressed the issue of a federal court decision relating to Obama-era regulations and noted 

that the federal court decision is not precedential.  Mr. Schramm emphasized that the 

Pennsylvania regulation is different because the data is based upon what EAP exempt workers 

are making. 

 

 Ms. Martini commented on the automatic adjustments and stated that L&I used this data 

because it was “based upon natural wage growth.” 

 

 Ms. Berrier responded to criticism from Mr. Pritchard by stating, “This is just the first 

step.”  She noted that she oversees the Bureau of Labor Law Compliance, which is responsible 

for overseeing the administration and enforcement of the act and its regulations.  She asserted 

that at one-time salary levels were so low that it eliminated the duties test and encouraged the 

idea that just because someone is paid a salary meant that they are not entitled to overtime.  Ms. 

Berrier stated that it is in the public interest to protect these workers from unfair wages.  She 

opined that the exemption protects employers from having L&I action against them.  She 

asserted that the regulation aligns with interests in the act and is what the legislature intended 

when they gave regulatory authority to the secretary of L&I. 

 

 Commissioner Watson asked if the proposed duties test is fully aligned to the federal 

duties test or closer to it.  Mr. Schramm responded that it is closer. 

 

 Commissioner Watson asked for an estimate of the number of employees who would be 

affected by the changes.  Ms. Berrier responded that as of January 1, 2020, 61,000 people were 

newly eligible.  She stated that with the Pennsylvania standard, 82,000 additional people would 

be eligible for overtime. 

 

 Vice Chairman Mizner asked why Pennsylvania did not adopt the federal basic duties 

test.  Ms. Berrier responded that Pennsylvania adopted the basic duties test but not the specific 

clarifications for each of the exemptions.  Mr. Schramm pointed out that FLSA established 

statutory authority to adopt exemptions in circumstances where Pennsylvania lacks that 

authority.  He asserted that employees who make over $107,000 per year are not addressed in 

Pennsylvania’s current proposed regulation.  Mr. Schramm said, “What we chose to do in our 

proposed regulations was to talk about the three specific exemptions outlined in the act.” 
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 Chairman Bedwick asked if it would be unusual for someone earning over $107,000 to 

not meet the duties test.  Ms. Berrier responded that it would be unlikely that people above that 

salary range would not meet the duties test. 

 

 Commissioner Watson asked, with respect to the duties test, if more or less people will be 

eligible for overtime.  Ms. Martini responded that there would be more. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked if courts reference federal regulations.  Mr. Schramm 

responded that courts will look at the act and, in places where statutes are the same, courts will 

look to federal interpretation for guidance. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick asked why there is a difference between federal regulations and state 

regulations.  Ms. Berrier noted that with respect to the fluctuating work week, FLSA language 

addresses that issue.  She stated that there are those people who are not exempt from overtime 

but are paid a salary and that Pennsylvania does not have regulations to specifically address that 

issue.  Mr. Schramm stated that the referenced situation “deserves its own regulatory package,” 

and Ms. Berrier agreed. 

 

 Chairman Bedwick commented that with respect to a policy decision to be determined by 

the General Assembly, a Commonwealth Court decision addressed the issue of something 

occurring outside of the normal regulatory process.  He noted that he has previously suggested to 

the four General Assembly caucus attorneys that they cooperate with the Legislative Reference 

Bureau to determine means of writing statutes so that there was not a way around the process. 

 

 Commissioner Watson noted that he finds the proposed regulations to be in the public 

interest, asserting that they are “long overdue.”  He noted that if someone is in a salaried position 

and works 40 hours a week and makes more than $6.25 per hour, they are not eligible for 

overtime pay.  He remarked that the methods by which the regulations were prepared was “well 

done” and that it is appropriate to base it upon Pennsylvania salaries and is in the best interest of 

the commonwealth. 

 

Vice Chairman Mizner expressed his concerns that “too much change at one time will 

make it difficult for smaller businesses to adapt” and emphasized that he believes everyone is 

entitled to a fair wage. 

 

Chairman Bedwick agreed with Commissioner Watson’s comments.  He noted his initial 

concerns with the automatic adjustment language but is comforted knowing that adjustments will 

be market driven. 

 

 Commissioner Watson made a motion for approval.  Commissioner Ufberg seconded, 

and the motion passed 3-2, with Vice Chairman Mizner and Commissioner Faber dissenting. 
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IV.  OTHER BUSINESS 

 

 Approval of Vouchers 

 

Commissioner Faber made motions to approve vouchers and expenses for the period 

November 22, 2019 through December 5, 2019.  Vice Chairman Mizner seconded, and the 

motions passed 5-0. 

 

 Farewell to Commissioner Faber 

 

 Chairman Bedwick mentioned that Commissioner Faber’s term expires today. 

 

 The Commissioners thanked Commissioner Faber for his service to the Commission and 

the Commonwealth. 

 

 Commissioner Faber thanked his fellow Commissioners for their leadership and thanked 

Commission staff. 

 

V. DATE AND PLACE OF SUBSEQUENT MEETING 

 

 Chairman Bedwick announced the next public meeting is scheduled for Thursday, 

February 20, 2020, at 10:00 a.m. in the 14th Floor Conference Room, 333 Market Street, 

Harrisburg.   

 

VI. EXECUTIVE SESSION ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

 Chairman Bedwick announced that no executive session would be held. 

 

VII. ADJOURNMENT 

 

 Chairman Bedwick adjourned the meeting at 1:16 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 


